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some of these sites have been the subject of books, documentaries, and articles about
their treasures, and are well known to treasure hunters. others are less documented, but i
have personally visited most of them, and have been to many sites in the philippines that
i do not know of. the book is arranged in alphabetical order by island, and the main text of

the book explains in detail the various symbols and locations of many of the sites in the
philippines that are known to hold yamashita gold treasures. there are many sites in the

philippines that have gold and silver treasures in their ground which have never been
excavated. i have been in this country for many years and have visited a number of these

sites in the philippines, and have personally witnessed some of the most spectacular
treasures in the world. many of these have been listed in the various books and articles
that are listed in the appendices of this book. the locations of many of these sites are
listed, but a few are not, and they are listed as they are in the appendix. each of these
gold treasures is documented as to where they were found, and where they are today.

many are in museums or private collections, but some are still in their original locations.
others have been stolen and sold to unscrupulous treasure hunters and dealers. many

more have never been documented, and are currently still undiscovered. there are many
more secrets to the philippines gold treasures that are still to be discovered. the author

does not claim to be the original discoverer of any of these treasures, and does not claim
ownership of any of the objects or artifacts that are documented in this book. the author
is not in any way associated with any of the companies listed on the front page of this
book or mentioned in the book. the author has merely listed the locations of many of

these gold treasures in the philippines that are known to exist and are still available for
the world to discover.
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after treasure hunting in the philippines, i planned to further explore the subject of treasure hunting
in the philippines. i travelled to the country during my research for the book and the subject just did
not stop. i began sharing some of my findings with friends and family in the form of presentations. in

december 2011, i organised a two-day workshop on treasure hunting in the philippines. i titled it
treasure hunting in the philippines. this presentation gave a brief overview of the history, culture and
the current treasure hunt industry in the philippines. i also discussed with the audience how treasure

hunting can benefit your life. i also presented a yamashita treasure signs and symbols that are
commonly used in the philippines to locate treasures. i also showed the audience how to decipher
the symbols to locate the treasure. i explained the details of the golden lily treasure hunt and its

method of detection. i went through the various sites where the treasure hunt is conducted and the
artifacts that are being unearthed from time to time. i also highlighted the importance of preserving

the philippines treasure sites for future generations. i demonstrated how to use the golden lily
treasure hunt golden lily treasure hunt methods to locate a treasure. i also explained the steps in

golden lily treasure hunt that include the interpretation of the yamashita treasure signs and symbols
that are used to locate the treasure. finally, i explained to the audience how to read the various

encoded symbols that are used in the golden lily treasure hunt. 5ec8ef588b
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